Statistical bone model from CT-data: basis for modelling defect implants
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Objectives

The objectives of this research was to automatically register a parametric skull model based on a principal component analysis of CT data into a given skull CT
with defects to generate an in a statistical sense “best-fit” model of the defect which can then be e. g. 3D-printed as implant.
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Methods

A C++-based tool was developed, that enables automated segmentation of the bone from CT (DICOM)-data and to produce a triangulated mesh from the bone
surface. The developed tool allows to register a volumetric skull template (ca. 70.000 vertices and 230.000 tetrahedra) to an extracted skull mesh (Fig.1). Thereby
the registration is composed of a rigid registration step (Fast Global Registration followed by iterative closest point-[ICP-] based refinement) and a subsequent
non-rigid physics-based deformation step.

Figure 1: Overview of the model generation processes. Generation of a skull model and a statistic of FSTT as well as a head model from multimodal input data. From [1]
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Results

In an ongoing project1 57 complete facial skull CT-datasets were segmented and a volumetric skull template was registered to each data set. A principal component
analysis (PCA) of the registered templates provides a parametric model. This PCA-model can be fitted automatically and efficiently into a given skull containing
a bony defect. Since we are using a PCA-model for this fitting step the resulting skull is always plausible. This resulting skull is the foundation of a non-rigid
physics-based deformation to obtain a “best-fitting” skull. Based on the final result a best-fit defect-implant can be generated (example, see Fig. 3).
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Figure 2: Skull variants along the two principal components with the largest eigenvalues. We visualize the mean ± the standard deviation
From [1]

of the eigenvectors weighted by ↵ 2 { 2, 0, 2} representing the eigenvalues of the PCA.

Figure 3: From left to right: Patient with missing part in the right parietal bone (red area), skull-template (blue) rigidly registered to the patient skull (grey wireframe), result of the linear fit, result of the non-rigid physic-based
deformation, patient skull with the resulting implant (coloured in blue).
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Conclusion

In case of bony defects e. g. due to trauma or tumor destruction, the developed model can be used to generate an in a statistical sense most appropriate shape
model for the missing part. This can be additively manufactured and implanted to supply a best-fit shape implant.
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